
Scaleber ForceScaleber Force

A moderately easy walk following ancient trade routes deep waterfall of Scaleber Force. It's well worth the steep 
across the moors above Long Preston.. scramble to the bottom for a close look at the stepped 

bedding planes in the rock, where the softer shales have OS Map: OL 2 or OL 41.
been eroded, leaving the thin, harder  limestone  beds jutting 

Alternative linear route from Hellifield: 7.4 miles (11.9 km). 
out, ready to collapse, a continuous process that very 

Ascent: 320m. Time: 3:30. Easy.
gradually pushes the falls back upstream. This is a 

From Settle Station walk up Station Road and left onto Duke geologists delight.
Street. Turn right onto Chapel Street, then right again to walk 

Continue on the road northwest for half a mile, taking a left at 
up the narrow road past the 17th century Folly, keeping left 

the first fork, to join the green Lambert Lane, part of the 
on the road for Kirkby Malham. At the Chapel House fork right 

Pennine Bridleway, which cuts off on the left (9). Follow this 
on the Pennine Bridleway for Long Preston (1). 

narrow walled track, past the ruin of Preston's Barn, to a gate 
This is the old moor road called Mitchell Lane and was the on the right signed for Settle. Through this follow the wall on 
main trade route between Long Preston and Settle until the the right NW, crossing a couple of stiles. The path now 
turnpike (toll) road - now the A65 - opened in 1750. Just begins to drop, curving right to a stile by a gate which leads 
beyond Settle Barn, as the road begins to climb very steeply, onto an enclosed track descending steeply beside a wooded 
take a footpath that cuts off to the right through a gate (2). reservoir. Just beyond the Filter House the track rejoins 

Mitchell Lane. Retrace your steps back to Settle Station.Follow the wall on your right to another gate and continue to 
climb, with the wall now on your left, with fine views back over 
the town. Eventually cross the wall at a gate on the left, just 
before a wall corner and woods. The path pulls away from the 
wall but continues to climb in the same southerly direction to 
a wall stile. Cross this and bear left, to follow the wall SE, 
parallel to Peart Crags on the right. At the corner cross a 
ladder stile on the left and ignoring the gate immediately right 
bear right to rejoin the moor road, now a rough enclosed 
track climbing SE with Blacks Plantation on the left (3).

The rough track soon levels out before dipping slightly, then 
climbing to a high point near Hunter Bark, with excellent 
views back to High Hill, Attermire Scar, Settle and 
Ingleborough beyond (4).

Continue south, as the track begins to gently descend, finally 
becoming tarmaced as Edge Lane, with fine views SW 
across Ribblesdale and the Forest of Bowland. Keep left at a 
fork for Long Preston village.  Just ahead, take a left turn 
along an enclosed track, New Pastures Lane, for Langber 
Lane (5 - or optionally continue south along Green Gate 
Lane for half a mile into Long Preston).

Eventually, at new Pasture Plantation, the track turns sharp 
left (6), dropping down to cross Long Preston Beck at a 
footbridge. This stream begins life high on Rye Loaf Hill, 
running east as Stockdale Beck before plunging over the 
waterfall at Scaleber Force to continue south as Scaleber 

Alternative linear route from Hellifield
Beck, then Long Preston Beck, finally joining the River 

From Hellifield Station head down the road to Main Street, Ribble southwest of Long Preston. Turn left to follow the track 
turn left under the railway bridge and left again on to Haw climbing NE through a gate, crossing several fields with the 
Grove opposite the church. Cross the railway line and deep gill of Bookil Gill Beck down on the right.
continue along the track, Haw Lane, climbing gently above 

Finally the path closes in on the gill, before curving north and 
Hellifield Beck on the left.

dropping to cross the beck, through a gate and out onto 
Take a gate on the left signed Langber Lane and cross the Langber Lane (7). Langber Lane is an ancient drove route 
field to follow alongside the beck, bearing north beneath linking Settle with Otterburn and on through to Skipton. It was 
Newton Moor. Cross two stiles and continue alongside the certainly in use in Elizabethan times and may have 
wall after it dog-legs across the stream. Finally as it levels out prehistoric origins. 
clear views open out, with Rough Haw, Sharp Haw and 

The lane is now followed north, passing a recently wooded 
Embsay Moor to the SE, and Rye Loaf Hill and Kirkby Fell to 

area, the Hawes, on the left, which is open to the public for 
the north.

exploration. Beyond a conifer plantation further north, the 
Continue on, dropping to join Langber Lane at a gate. Go left lane eventually joins Black Gill Lane (8).
through the gate and continue along the enclosed track, 

Turn left along the lane, crossing Scaleber Bridge. Look for a 
running NW (to 7) and follow the return route to Settle.

wallstile on the left which leads into Scaleber Woods and the 

Long Preston, Langber Lane & Scaleber Force 

Settle    9.1 miles (14.6 km) Time: 4:30    Ascent: 460m    Moderate 
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Long Preston, Langber Lane 
& Scaleber Force
9.1 miles (14.6 km)


